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The Problem; a Summary of the Main Results. In this paper Kn shall

denote the algebra of « by » matrices over a field K or, equivalently, the alge-

bra of linear transformations over an n-dimensional vector space. We attack

the problem of determining conditions which imply that a commutative sub-

algebra of K„ is maximal commutative by seeking conditions on a commuta-

tive ring R with identity element and on a unital right P-module M satisfying

the A.C.C. and the D.C.C. which imply:

(Px) HomR(M, M) = R*

where R* denotes the set of endomorphisms {ar|tf—*xa for xÇzM, a£P}.

The latter problem shall be referred to as the Centralizer Problem.

The following definition, due to E. Snapper [13, p. 125], is a prerequisite

to one of the known results on the Centralizer Problem:

Definition. An P-module M is said to be completely indecomposable

provided that (1) R is a commutative ring with identity, (2) M satisfies the

D.C.C. and the A.C.C, and (3) every submodule of M is indecomposable.

(We prove in Theorem 1.5 that, if such a module is faithful, the chain condi-

tions hold in R, also.)

An equivalent form [13, p. 127, Remark 1.2] of the preceding definition

replaces (3) by (3') : M contains a unique irreducible submodule.

Two instances in which (Pi) holds are:

(P2)    M is a cyclic P-module for a commutative ring R with identity.

(P3) M is a completely indecomposable module.

Let (P2) hold and let EGHomB(M, M). If Mean be generated by ï£M

then for some rÇzR, E(x) =xr and it is easily seen that the mapping m—*mr,

m£:M, is identical with E. The nontrivial result "(P3)=>(Pi)" is Snapper's

[13, p. 129, Theorem 3.1]. The result intersects this paper only in a special

instance, that in which M is a finite dimensional vector space over a field K

and R is a commutative subalgebra of Kn containing the identity transforma-

tion. For this case the truth of Snapper's theorem is made apparent in §3

(Theorem 3.4 and Remark).
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I. Schur [12] proved that the maximal dimension of a maximal commuta-

tive subalgebra of Kn is [w2/4] + l, provided K is an algebraically closed field.

This result was generalized to an arbitrary field by N. Jacobson [8]. Also in

[8], it is proved that if K is not an imperfect field of characteristic 2 then

(up to conjugacy) exactly two algebras have the maximal dimension when «

is odd and greater than one, and exactly one when n is even. Suprunenko

[14] proved that if K is algebraically closed and if n>6 there exist infinitely

many nonisomorphic maximal commutative subalgebras of Kn. Work on the

problem has been published recently by B. Charles [3] and H. S. Allen[l].

A summary of the main results of this paper follows, beginning with the

Notation. If a function (si, sî)—»sis2 is defined on the Cartesian product

of two sets Si and S2 into a third set with zero element, Ann (Si, Sî) shall de-

note {x|x£S2 and (si, x)—*0 for every si£Si}. A similar definition holds for

Ann (S2, Sî).

In §1 the Centralizer Problem as stated above is reduced to the case in

which M is an indecomposable module with chain conditions (Theorem 1.1).

It follows (Theorem 1.5) that R/P is a field, where P = rad (Ann (M, R)), and

that MP' = 0 for some integer e>0. With these restrictions on the ring, it is

proved in the main theorem (§2, Theorem 2.7) that an P-module M satisfies

(Pi) and is indecomposable provided MP^O and M/MP has a finite (R/P)-

basis xi+MP, • ■ ■ , Xk+MP, k>l, such that for t=l, • • • , k:

(CO Ann(P, M) Ç *tP;

(C2) P = Ann(*,-, P) + fl Ann(*„ R).

Because of the Chinese Remainder Condition (Ci), such a module is referred

to as an P-module [C]. Example 4.1 in §4 is an P-module [C] which does not

satisfy (P2) or (P3) and Example 4.2 is an P-module [C] which satisfies neither

chain condition. It is an inference of Theorem 2.3 and motivation as well for

the definition of P-module [C], that M is one provided R/P is a field, MP is

finitely generated and 5¿0, K(P/P)-dim (M/MP)<<*>, MP2 = 0, and (Pt)
holds.

The application of (P2), (P3), and Theorem 2.7 to commutative algebras

of linear transformations, with maximal radical P, acting on an w-dimensional

vector space over a field K is considered in §§3 and 4. For the class of maximal

commutative subalgebras of Kn so obtained it is shown in Theorem 3.6 that,

if R/P=K, then dim R—dim M = (k — l)(d — l), where kand ¿are the dimen-
sions of M/MP and of Af/(Ann (P, M)), respectively. Example 4.3, a

maximal commutative subalgebra of K» with R/P^K, fails to satisfy Theo-

rem 3.6, proving that the sufficient conditions considered here do not combine

to make a necessary condition for (Pi).

1. Reduction of the problem.
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Theorem 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let M be an

R-module which is a direct sum Mi® • • • (BMk of A submodules. For

i = 1, 2, • • • , A, let Ei denote the projection of M onto Mi. Then (Pi) is equiv-

alent to

(1.1) for t = 1, 2, • • • , A, there is an element etER such that £<(w) =me</or

all mEM

and

(1.2) HomÄ(M,-, Mi) =R* = R* = Homje,(M,-, MA for each i, where R¡ denotes
e,R (1 ^jûk) and where R* is viewed as acting on Mi.

Proof. From the definitions we have Hom^M,-, JkQÇHomB^Af,-, Mi) and

P* Ç P*, and we prove the reverse inclusions, assuming (1.1). If

EEr\omRi(Mi, Mt) and mEM i then E(m)EMiy so that E(m)ei = E(m).

Now for r E R, E(mr) = E(metr) = £(ra)e,r = E(m)r, proving

£GHomÄ(M,-, Mi). Ii fER*, let rER satisfy f(m) = mr, mEMi. From
m = mci we have/(?w) = me¿r proving f ER?- Thus P* = P * and HomBi(M<, Mi)

= Hom,s(M,-, Mi), assuming (1.1). The theorem is now reduced to the equiv-

alence of (Pi) with (1.1) and

(1.3) HomÄ(Af„ Mi) = R*.

Assuming (1.1) and (1.3), let 7íGHomB(M, M). It is easily verified that

Hi[ = H\Mi]EriomR(Mi, Mi), l^i^k. By (1.3) there exist elements biER,

1 ̂ i^k, such that Hi(m) —mbi, mEMi. If c= ^{ e,A< and m= 23î m,- is an
element of M, then H(m) = 77(^m¿) = 22i7(w.) = ^H^mA = 2-^>(m'e«)

= ^midbi^ '£lmeibi = m'52eibi = mc, proving (Pi). If (Pi) holds then (1.1) is
immediate, since it is easily verified that £< G Homfi(il7, J17). Let

GEHomR(Mi, MA and define 77by H(m) =G[£,-(m)], mEM. Then H=G-E{
GHomK(M, M), and by (Pi) there is an element AGP such that 77(m) =mr,

mEM. For mEMi, mh = H(m)=G[Ei(m)]=G(m), proving (1.3). Q.E.D.

Remark. If M satisfies the D.C.C., M is a direct sum of a finite number of

indecomposable submodules [15, p. 169, Theorem 28]. The Centralizer Prob-

lem for such a module is reduced by Theorem 1.1 to the case in which M is

indecomposable. The further reduction of the problem to modules for a com-

pletely primary, commutative ring assumes both chain conditions for ilf, and

is the topic next investigated.

The terms prime ideal, primary ideal, and rad 7 for an ideal 7 shall have

the conventional definitions as given in [ll, pp. 9-13].

Theorem 1.2. If P is a commutative ring and M is an indecomposable R-

module satisfying both chain conditions, then Ann(M, R) is a primary ideal and

rad(Ann(M, P)) is a prime ideal.
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Proof. It is well known [6, p. 174] that the radical of a primary ideal is a

prime ideal. To prove that Ann(M, R) is primary, we observe first that, since

the indecomposable module M satisfies the chain conditions, every non-

nilpotent P-endomorphism of M is an automorphism (Fitting's Lemma [6,

pp. 155-156]). If Q = Ann(M, R) were not primary, there would exist in R ele-

ments i and / with si£Q and sQQ, ïB3:(?> for all positive integers n. Now

s(£Q implies that Ms^O and stÇïQ implies that the kernel of the map

E: m-*mt, mÇ.M, contains the nonzero submodule Ms. Consequently, E is

not an automorphism and must be nilpotent. But tn$Q for n = l, 2, • • •

contradicts nilpotency.

Theorem 1.3. If R is a commutative ring with identity, then the D.C.C.

holds for ideals if, and only if,
(1) the A.C.C. holds for ideals;
(2) every prime ideal different from R is maximal.

A proof of Theorem 1.3 appears in [15, p. 203, Theorem 2].

Theorem 1.4. If R is a commutative ring with identity and M is an R-

module which satisfies the A.C.C., then R/Ann(M, R) satisfies the A.C.C. for
ideals.

This result appears in [4, p. 245, Theorem 4]. The proof uses the fact that

if x(~R the module R/Ann(x, P) is P-isomorphic to the submodule xR of M

and hence satisfies the A.C.C. Then if [xi, xit • ■ ■ , xn} is a set of generators

of M, R/Ann(M, P) =P/(nn_1 Ann(x¿, P)) satisfies the A.C.C. as a result of

the theorem [4, p. 242, Theorem 3]: Let G be a group with operators R and

let Gi, Gt, • ' ' , G» be normal P-subgroups of G. If the A.C.C. holds for P-

subgroups of G/Gi,  \úiún, then the A.C.C.  holds for P-subgroups of

G/(dn • • • r\Gn).
Definition. A commutative ring P is said to be completely primary pro-

vided that P contains an identity element and that R/J is a field, where / is

the Jacobson radical of P. (If P satisfies the D.C.C. for ideals, J=rad 0 [9,

pp. 38-39], so that the second requirement reads: P/rad 0 is a field. This form

of the definition will be used when applicable without further comment.)

Definition. Let P be a commutative ring and let / be an ideal of P. If

M is an P-module, then the exponent of / relative to M is defined to be

the positive integer e (if it exists) such that /• (but not J*~l) Ç Ann(Jlf, P) (2) ;

«s, otherwise.

Theorem 1.5. // M is a faithful indecomposable R-module having composi-

tion length A < oo, where R is a commutative ring with identity, then

(*) The convention J° = R (for ideals / of R) is used.

{
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(1) P satisfies both chain conditions for ideals,

(2) P is completely primary,

(3) e^h where e is the exponent of P[ = rad 0].

Proof. For t = l, • • • , A let P<={r|r£P and Mi-.irC.Mi}, where

M=MoDMiZ) ■ ■ ■ DMh={o} is a composition series of M. If xEAf,-_i,

x(£Mi, the irreducibility of M,_i/M< implies (x-t-M¿)P = M,_i/Mi. Thus the

mapping that takes r onto (x+M,)r, rÇzR, is an P-homomorphism of R onto

Mi-i/Mi. Its kernel is {r| (x+JkQrÇM,-} = {r| M¿_irCM,} =5,. The iso-
morphism of R/Bi with irreducible module M^i/Mi proves that P< is a

maximal proper ideal. Thus R/Bt is a field for * = 1, 2, • ■ • , h, so that the ideal

P of nilpotent elements is contained in Pl*_ x P¿. Since M is indecomposable

and satisfies both chain conditions by hypothesis, Theorem 1.2 asserts that

P is a prime ideal. From the definition of the ideals P.- we see thatn?_iB,-

annihilates each element of M. Thus XT*-i BiQ {O} QP and by the primality

of P we have P.ÇP for some i. P, then, is maximal and from PÇB, for all i

we have P = P<(lg*^A). Thus P*=hQ?-i P. = 0, proving (3). By Theorem
1.4 P satisfies the A.C.C. for ideals. By Theorem 1.3 R will also satisfy the

D.C.C. if every prime ideal different from R is maximal. If Ç[^P] is a prime

ideal, then Q = rad (Ürad 0 = P, so that Q is the maximal ideal P. Thus R

satisfies the chain conditions, which is conclusion (1). Since rad 0 is a maximal

ideal and R satisfies the D.C.C, P is completely primary.

Theorem 1.6. Let M be an R-module for a commutative ring R with identity

such that Hom;e(M, iii) =P*. Assume also that R has a proper ideal P which

contains every proper ideal containing Ann(M, P). Then M is indecomposable.

Proof. If Mi and Mi are nonzero submodules of M such that M=M\®M%,

we have for i = \, 2, Ann(M, P)ÇAnn(M<, P)CP (since l<JAnn(A/\, R))t

whence P 3 Ann (If,-, P). If E is the projection of M onto Mi, E£HomÄ(Af, M),

so that by hypothesis there exists an element £>£P such that E(m) = mb for all

wGtf. Clearly 0 = Mi(l —b) = M2b. Thus the false statement

1 = (l - b) + b G Ann(Jf lf P) + Ann(M2) P) Ç P

is implied, proving that M is indecomposable.

Corollary. Let M be an R-module for a commutative ring R with identity

such that P = rad(Ann(Af, P)) is maximal in P. Then, if HornB^, M) =P*,

M is indecomposable.

Proof. If Q is a proper ideal containing Ann(M, P), rad Q is a proper ideal

since l(£rad Q. Now from P = rad(Ann(M, P))Çrad Q, P maximal, we have

P = rad Q. Consequently, ÇÇP; P contains every ideal containing Ann(M,P).

Since the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied, M is indecomposable.
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Definition. An element u of an P-module M is said to be a nongenerator

of M if a subset 5 of M generates M whenever S\J {u} generates M.

Remark. The set <j> of nongenerators of M is the intersection of the max-

imal proper P-submodules (<b = M if there are no maximal proper submodules).

This characterization of 4> is proved for P-modules as it is proved for groups

[10, p. 217]. Evidently 4> is a submodule of M.

Theorem 1.7. Let Mf^O] be an R-module for a commutative ring R with

identity such that P[ = rad(Ann(M, P)) ] is a maximal ideal with finite exponent

e. Then MP is the submodule <j> of nongenerators of M.

Proof. M t^MP, for otherwise M = MP= • • • = MP« ={ 0} contradicting

M^O. If xQMP let {xa+MP} for ordinals a = 1, 2, • • • be an (P/P)-basis

of M/MP with x = xi. If Y denotes MP+ 2<>iX,P, x£F (since the x„ are
independent mod MP). Clearly the proper submodule Fis a maximal proper

submodule. Since x (£ Y, x does not belong to the intersection <¡> of the maximal

submodules. Thus the complement of <f> contains the complement of MP. To

prove <}>~3MP we need only prove Mi^MP for every maximal proper sub-

module Mi. Since MiJ>M[ = MR = MP9] and Mi2{0} = MP', there exists a
positive integer k such that MP*Ç£Mi and MPt+1ÇMi. Let y be an element of

MPk, y (£ Mi. Since M/Mi is irreducible y+Mi generates M/Mi. If x(£Mi,

x+Mi= (y+Mi)r for some r€EP; equivalently, x=yr modulo Mi. Then for

all pQ.P, xp=yrp modulo Mi and, since yrpCLMPk+1QMi, we have xp&Mi.

Now jcPÇZMi for x£Mi and M1PÇM1 imply MPQMi. Thus MPQ<¡>,
MP=<¡>.

Corollary. As an additional hypothesis let MP be finitely generated; then

(1) M= X^es x,P and (2) MP= ^íssXíP where S is a set of indices and

\xi+MP\i£S} is an (R/P)-basis of M/ MP. The (R/P)-dimension of M/MP
will be finite (k, say) if M satisfies theA.C.C. and we will have (3) M= 53î x,P
and (4) MP=YXxiP-

Proof. Let MP = J^T* y¡R- By the theorem the y¡ are nongenerators of M

and we conclude that M= 2>íP+ £î* y,P= I><P+ j^*-1 y,P= • • •

= ^XiR+yiR= ^XiR. If z= ^Z-i XijiaE.MP then, by the independence

mod MP of the x,a, riaÇEP for a = l, 2, • • • , n. Thus MPC. ^x<P and the

reverse inequality is trivial. This completes the proof of (1) and (2).

If there is an infinite set of elements x,-, t= 1, 2, • • • , which are (R/P)-

independent mod MP, a strictly ascending sequence xiP+MPCxiP+x2P

+MPC • • • is obtained; thus the assumption of the A.C.C. for M implies

a finite dimension for M/MP. The A.C.C. also implies that MP is finitely

generated, so that statements (1) and (2) hold and imply (3) and (4).

Theorem 1.8. Let M be a faithful R-module satisfying the A.C.C. for R-

modules, where R is a commutative ring with identity. Let P be an ideal having
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finite exponent e such that R/P is a field. Then M is cyclic if, and only if, the

(R/P)-dimension of M/MP is unity.

Proof. Since M satisfies the A.C.C, the (P/P)-dimension of M/MP is

finite by the corollary to Theorem 1.7. If k = (R/P)-dim M/MP and

Xi, ■ ■ • , xic are (P/P)-independent mod MP, then by the corollary to Theo-

rem 1.7 M=*¡Tl*XiR; if k = l, M = X\R. If, conversely, M=xR for some

xÇzM, the mapping r—*xr, rQR, is an isomorphism of P onto M, since M is

faithful. Since by hypothesis P is a maximal ideal of P, the isomorphic image

xP of P is a maximal submodule of M. As in the proof of Theorem 1.7 we

have MPt±M from e< », and from xPQMPC.M we conclude that MP is

the maximal submodule xP. By the P-isomorphism r—*xr, rÇzR, dim M/MP

= dim M/xP = dim (R/P) = 1.
2. General results on the Centralizer Problem. Investigation of

Homn(M, M) =R*, where R is a commutative ring with identity and M is

an indecomposable P-module with both chain conditions, replaces the prob-

lem for the more general module M with chain conditions (Theorem 1.1 and

Remark). It is clear that the radical P of Ann(Af, P) is a maximal ideal since,

by Theorem 1.5, P is maximal among the ideals containing Ann(M, P). By

the same theorem the exponent e of P is finite, and P/Ann(M, P) satisfies

both chain conditions. Since M satisfies the A.C.C. the (P/P)-space M/MP

has finite dimension (corollary to Theorem 1.7). The A.C.C. for M also im-

plies that the (P/P)-space Ann(P, M) has finite dimension and that MP is

finitely generated.

The following lemma holds for an arbitrary ring P of operators. Its proof

is straightforward.

Lemma 2.1. Let a group M with operators R contain a set of elements

{xi, • • ■ , Xk} such that M= ^XxíR. For a fixed y£M and j£{l, ■ • • , k\

let E be the mapping defined by E(^t\xiri)=yrj. Then, if E is well-defined,

£GHomB(M, M).

Lemma 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring with identity element and maximal

ideal P. Let M be an indecomposable R-module such that Ann(iif, R)QP and

MPt^O. Assume that M = ^x.P holds for any set {x,} such that {xi + MP}

is an (R/P)-basis of M/MP. Then Ann(P, M)QMP.

Proof. The result is obvious if MP = M. Let MP^M and suppose the

conclusion false. If x(£MP is an element of Ann(P, M), let x-\-MP be the

first element of a basis {xi+MP\ of M/MP. If dim(M/MP) = l we have

M=xR by hypothesis. Then MP = xRPQxPQAim(P, M)-P={o}, con-

trary to hypothesis. If dim(M/MP) > 1, XiR and 52<>i x<P are nonzero sub-

modules. If 0= ^Xibi, 6.GP, then, by the independence of the xit bi(E.P for

each i. Consequently, Xi&iGAnn(P, M) -P = {o} and ^¿>i XjZ>.- = 0. Thus the
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sum xiR+^ciXiR is direct, contrary to hypothesis. The contradictions

prove Ann(P, M)QMP.

Theorem 2.3. Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let M be an

R-module satisfying Hom^Af, M)=R*. Let P denote rad(Ann(M, P)) and
assume further that R/P is a field, that P has finite exponent e>l, that MP is

finitely generated, and that the dimension k of the (R/P)-space M/MP is

finite. Then the following conclusions hold:

(1) M is indecomposable;

(2) Ann(P, M)QMP;
(3) ifxEMP, Ann(P, M)QxP;
(4) Ann(il7P, P)ÇAnn(x,-, R)+0^i Ann(xjt R), í^iúk, provided k^2,

for any set {xi, • • ■ , xk} of A elements (R/P)-independent mod MP;

(4') using the notation of (4), P = Ann(xi, R) +(!,><Ann(xj, R), l^t'^A,

provided e = 2 and A 2:2 ;

(5) (R/P)-dim [Ann(MP, P)/Ann(M, P)] = Ad, where d = (P/P)-dim
Ann(P, M) is assumed finite.

Proof. Since Hom^M, M)—R* and rad(Anh(Af, P)) is maximal in P,

the corollary to Theorem 1.6 asserts the indecomposability of M, which is

conclusion (1). MP is assumed to be finitely generated and e is assumed finite

in order that M= ^ x,P hold for any set {xi, ■ • • , xk] of A elements (R/P)-

independent mod MP (corollary to Theorem 1.7). We also have AfP^O from

e> 1 and the conclusion of Lemma 2.2, Ann(P, M)QMP, follows. Thus con-

clusion (2) is proved.

If (3) is false, let xQMP and yGAnn(P, M) be such that yExP. Let

x = Xi, x2, • • • , Xk be A elements (R/P) -independent mod MP. Let £ be the

mapping defined by £(^Í*,A¿) =ybi, c\GP. Then £ is well defined; for if
0= ^T,Xibi then, by the independence of the Xi, btEP for each i and ybx

GAnn(P, M)-P={o}. By Lemma 2.1 £GHomB(M, M) and there is by

hypothesis an element AGP such that E(m) =mh for all mEM. If AGP the

coset A+P has an inverse g+P for some gGP; thus gA= 1+f for some tEP-

From
xi + xil = xigh = £(*ig) = ygE Ann(P, M) Q MP

and XitEMP, we have XiEMP contrary to the choice of x%. We have AGP,

whence y = £(;ci) =XiAG^iP, contrary to the choice of y and Xi[ = *], which

proves (3).

In the remainder of the proof [xi, • • • , Xk} denotes a set of A elements

independent mod MP.

Toward proving (4) let iE {1, 2, • • -, A} and let gGAnn(AfP, P). Let£

be the mapping defined by

P( Ê*Aj = Xibiq, bjER.
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E, then, is well-defined since E takes 0[= 2x,&<] onto an element Xib,q

GMP-Ann(MP, P) = {o}. By Lemma 2.1, E£HomB(M, M) and by hypoth-
esis there exists an element AGP such that E(m)=mh for all wGM. In par-

ticular, XiA = E(xí) = x¿g and x;A = £(x,) =0 if j 9a i or, equivalently,

AGH^v, Ann(xy, P) and q — AGAnn(x,-, P). From q = (q — h)+h, we have (4).
If e = 2, PCAnn(MP, P) and we have PÇAnn(x<( P)+n.^ Ann(x„ P)

(l=i^A) by conclusion (4). The reverse inequality holds, since the (R/P)-

independence of the x, implies Ann(x„ R)QP, 5 = 1, • • • , k, proving (4').

If yu y*, ' • • i y* are d (P/P)-independent elements of Ann(P, M) and

if kd mappings £,,-, 1 =t = A, i^j^d, are defined by

En ( ¿ x,b.J = yfii, b.ER

the En take 0[=£x,&,] onto yj&,GAnn(P, M)-P={o}. By Lemma 2.1

PtyGHomß(M, M), and by hypothesis there exist kd elements Uij(E.R such

that £,-,•(?») =mui¡for all m G M. We observe that MwyÇI £i y<P = Ann(P, M).

Now for m G M and p£.P, mpUi, G Ann(P, M)-P= {o}, so that

M,jGAnn(MP, P) for all ¿ and/. To prove the independence of the elements

Uij we suppose that 2Î-1 £>-1 M«Jro = 0 with the ruER. Then, for fixed

5, x.( X).,y ««•"</) = 0 implies x,( X)j-i «./.y) - Z^-i P,;(x.)r,y = ^_x yyr,,- = 0,
whence \r,i, • • ■ , rsi\ QP by the independence of the y¡. This proves the

(R/P)-independence of the My. To prove that the kd element Ui¡ generate

Ann(MP, P)-modulo Ann(M, P)-we let AGAnn(MP, P) and, for

i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , k, have x;A-P= jo} or, equivalently, x,AGAnn(P, M). Thus

x,-A= 53j-i y$ij with tijE.R- For any element ~^mix,b, of M we have:

X) x.M = £y/*^ = H (xibiUh)tij = 2 (*J>>) ( ZÎ <«««)
«=i i,y t,y g=i \ ¿,j /

whence A — J^«"« £ Ann(M, P). Thus the (P/P)-dimension of
Ann(MP, P)/Ann(M, P) is Ad. Q.E.D.

Corollary. 7/ R is a commutative ring with identity and M [¿¿O] is an in-

decomposable module satisfying both chain conditions and Hom.s(M, M)=R*,

then either the conclusions (2) through (5) of the theorem hold or Ann(M, P) is

its own radical P. If P = Ann(M, P), M is a 1-dimensional (R/P)-space.

Proof. Except for e> 1 the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 were deduced from

the hypotheses of this corollary in §1 and listed as opening observations of §2.

Thus we have conclusions (2) through (5) or e = 1 (equivalently,

P = Ann(M, P)). A vector space over a field F[^(R/P)] with dimension = 2

has nonscalar linear transformations, that is, transformations not in P*.

Thus the (P/P)-dimension of Mf^O] is unity in the case P = Ann(M, P).

According to conclusion (4') of Theorem 2.3, a necessary condition for

Homie(M, M) =P* (when it is assumed that e = 2, k^2) is that P satisfy a
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Chinese Remainder Condition with respect to a set of ideals. For k ̂  2 and

arbitrary exponent e> 1 conclusions (3) and (4') combine to make a sufficient

condition. To facilitate the discussion we make the

Definition of P-module [C]. Let M be an P-module for a commutative

ring P with identity such that R/P is a field where P = rad(Ann(M, P)). M

shall be called an P-module [C]—for Chinese Remainder Condition—pro-

vided the exponent e of P and the (P/P)-dimension k of M/MP are finite

and greater than one; and provided further that there exist k elements

Xi, • ■ • , Xk (P/P)-independent modulo MP such that M— J^î x,P and that

for i=\,2, ■ ■ ■ ,k
(Ci) Ann(P, M)QxíP;
(CO P = Ann(x,-, P)+n.^,Ann(x„ P).
The existence of such modules is demonstrated by examples (Examples

4.1 and 4.2) in §4. The module of Example 4.1 is neither cyclic nor completely

indecomposable, so that the class of modules satisfying Homje(M, M)—R*

is properly extended by the main theorem (Theorem 2.7), which establishes

that property for P-modules [C]. The notation of the definition will be as-

sumed without further comment wherever P-modules [C] arise. We shall

also use equivalent forms of (C2) as stated in the

Lemma 2.4. (C2) in the definition of R-module [C] is equivalent to each of

(C2') for pÇzP, î'GJl, 2, • • -, k}, there is an element £'£P such that

p=p' mod Ann(x¿, P) and p' =0 mod H,^,- Ann(x„ P) ;

(C2") if, for i— 1, • • • , k, ¿>¿£P, the k equations x,¿> = x<&j have a solution

¿>£P.

Proof. Let t£ {1, • • ■ , k} and p£P and first assume (C2"). Setting &,=/>

and b, = 0 for s^i we obtain an element b such that xJ> = Xip (equivalently

p — è£Ann(xi, R)) and x,o = 0if s^i (equivalently &£fl„<i Ann(x„ P)). Since

p = (p — b)-\-b we have (C2). Assuming (C¡¡), i fixed, and ££P there exist ele-

ments g'£Ann(x,-, P) and />'£n„¿¿ Ann(x„ P) such that p = q'+p'. Since

Xi(p — p')=Xiq' — 0, p=p' mod Ann(x<, R), so that/»' satisfies the requirement

of (C2). If (C2) is assumed and ¿>¿£P for l^t^ife, then elements g¿ exist

such that Z»i=g< mod Ann(x<, P) for each i, while, for s¿¿i, x,g, = 0. Then, if

b= X*2«> we nave f°r each/: x,Z>= 23î-i *¿2< = *¿2> = #»&,-, proving (C2").

Lemma 2.5. 7/ M ¿s o R-module [C], then XiP^Ofor i = 1, • • • , k.

Proof. By the definition of exponent MP"~l^0. From (Ci) and AfP* = 0

we have x,P2Ann(P, M)^MP'-\

Lemma 2.6. // M is an R-module [C] then, for j = l, • • • , k, x¡P
= Ann (Ann (x,-, R), MP).

Proof. The integer/ is a constant in the proof. If A£Ann(Ann(xJ( P), MP)

we write h= ^%x,n, with n,E.P (since MP= ^aXíP). Let *'#/ be a fixed
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integer and let pEP- There exists an element p'EP satisfying x,p = Xip' and

for s^i x,p' = Q (Lemma 2.4, (C2")); in particular Xjp' = 0. By definition of

A, hp' = 0 and we have

k

0 = hp' = 23 x,n,p' = XiniP' — XiHiP.

For ij±j we have proved Xi«<ÇIAnn(P, M). Combining this with (Ci) we

have x,niExjP for i^j (obviously for i=j), so that hExjP. We have

Ann(Ann(xy, P), MP)Qx¡P and the reverse inequality is trivial.

Theorem 2.7. If M is an R-module [C], HomR(M, M) =P* and M is in-
decomposable.

Proof. If £GHomie(17, M) we take advantage of M= 2î #,P and write

E(xA = J3Î xfia, anER, i = 1, • • • , A. We claim that

(2.1) for i I* ¿,       ajiEP.

If i and JT^i are fixed integers there exists by Lemma 2.5 an element qEP

such that Xiq^O. By (Ci), Lemma 2.4, q may be chosen so that x,q = 0 if

ST^i. In particular Xjq = 0 and we have:

(2.2) 0 = E(xjq) = ( ^x,ajt\q = s.ay.ç.

If OjiEP there is an element b such that a^èGl+P; thus aab = 1+/,/GP-

From (2.2) follows íCiC7-r-XjZj/=j(;¿gaji& = 0, whence x,g = —Xiqf. Now the choice

of q is contradicted by 0 = ( — 1)"x.-zj/" = — Xiqf=Xiq; we have a^EP as claimed.

Next we prove

(2.3) for i E {2, 3, • • • , A},       an - an G P.

By Lemma 2.5 and (C2'), Lemma 2.4, there is an element qEP such that

Xiq is a nonzero element of Ann(P, ikf) and x.q = 0 if 5 5=¿. Since x¡qE Ann(P, il7)

Ç.X1P by (Ci), there is an element tEP such that Xiq= —Xit and we choose t

so that x,t = 0 if 5 5*1. We have

k

0 = £(0) = E(Xiq + xit) = £ »¿»of
y-i

t
(2.4) + 2 *¿flij* = *<*«? + xianl

i-i

= x<(a,-, — an)q.

If aa-anEP, let bER and/GP satisfy (a,-,— au)zj = l-)-/. From (2.4) we

have Xiq-\-Xiqf = Xi(aii — an)qb = 0, whence xtq= — Xiqf=( — l)ex,g/e = 0. Since

the choice of g has been contradicted, an—anEP, proving (2.3).
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We denote Cu by a and x^o.-j—a) + 2,y< Xfli} by z,-, so that E(xt) = ^Xjaa

= Xifl+Zi, t = l, • • • , k. As a consequence of (2.1) and (2.3) Zi£.MP. Defin-

ing T by T(m) =E(m) —ma for »iGM we have P(x,) = Zi€.MP; also,

(2.5) £(>») = ma + T(m)

and

(2.6) T G HomÄ(M, M).

If/GAnn(xf, P), 0 = P(0) = P(x</)=z</ (by (2.6)), so that Zi=T(xt)
GAnn(Ann(x¿, P), MP) which, by Lemma 2.6, equals x,P. Consequently,

there exist elements Si(EP such that P(x,) = x,s¿ for * = 1, 2, • • • , k. Taking

advantage of (C2"), Lemma 2.4, there is an element sGP such that x,s = x,s,-

and we have P(x¿) = x,s¿ = x,s, * = 1, 2, • • • , k. Since M= ^21xíR, T(m)=ms

for m£M and P(m) =m(a+s) by (2.5). Thus PGP*.

Since P is a maximal ideal and HomB(M, M)=R*, the indecomposability

of M is implied by the corollary to Theorem 1.6.

In view of the omission of the chain conditions in the hypotheses of Theo-

rem 2.7 it appears that the theorem has wider application than to the stated

problem, which concerns direct summands of modules with chain conditions.

Example 4.2 in §4 is an P-module [C] which satisfies neither the A.C.C. nor

the D.C.C.

Theorem 2.8. If M is an R-module [C] and if x denotes the coset

3c+Ann(P, M), then

(i) M/Ann(P, M)=*iP© • • -®xkR;

(ii) MP/Ann(P, M)=XiP© • • • ©xkP.

Proof. From the definition of P-module [C] M= £îx,P; MP= Y^XiP

is deduced as in the proof of the corollary, Theorem 1.7. Consequently (i)

and (ii) will follow if we prove for each *

(2.7) XiP r\(j2 x.PJ = Ann(P, M)

and

(2.8) XiR H ( £ *.P) = Ann(P, M).

The identities

Ann(/i + 72, M) = Ann(7i, M) H Ann(/2, M),

Ann(7i H J2, M) 3 Ann(/i, M) + Ann(/2) M)

(which hold for ideals Pi and /2), applied to (C2), yield
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Ann(P, M) = [Ann(Ann(s,-, R), M)] C\ [Anni fl (Ann(z„ P)), Mjl
(2.9) L        V^ /J

D [Ann(Ann(x,-, P), M)] ̂  |( Z Ann(Ann(s„ P), MJ | •

From (Ci) and MP= Ynxip we have Ann(P, M)QMP, so that

(2.10) Ann(P, M) = Ann(P, M) C\ MP.

Applying (2.10) to (2.9), we have

Ann(P, M) 3 [AnníAnníx,-, R),M)C\ MP]

H [( 2 Ann(Ann(x„ P), M) J H MP 1

(2.11) LV*< ' J
2 Ann(Ann(*it F), MP)

H I" 2 (Ann(Ann(*„ P), MP))1.

By Lemma 2.6 Ann(Ann(xy, P), MP) may be replaced in (2.11) by x,P,

lá/ü, giving

Ann(P, M) D s,P ^ ( Z *.P) •

The reverse inequality follows from x,P2Ann(P, M), 1^/^A, and (2.7) is

proved. From the independence mod MP of the x¡ follows XiRC\( 2,^,x,P)

QMP. Thus if Xibi= 23„í,x,í>, is an element of x^PfV^«« x,P), we have
¿>,GP for s= 1, 2, • • • , k. It follows that the left member of (2.8) is a subset

of the left member of (2.7) and the reverse inequality between left members of

(2.7) and (2.8) is trivial. (2.8) is proved by comparison of its left and right

members with those of (2.7).

3. Maximal commutative, completely primary algebras. In the examples

in §4 the module M is a vector space and P is a ring of linear transformations.

Some theorems prerequisite to these examples is the concern of §3. Let K be a

field and let K„ denote the full set of n by n matrices over K or, equivalently,

the algebra L(M, M) of linear transformations of an «-dimensional vector

space M into itself. Let P be a subalgebra of Kn containing the identity matrix

7„. The «-dimensional space on which K„ acts shall be referred to as the

representation space of Kn and of P.

Let M' be a vector space such that M and M' are dual according to a non-

degenerate bilinear form [7, pp. 140-141]:

(m, m') —> g(m, m'),       m (EM,       m' G M',       g(m, m') G K.

We shall write (m, m') for g(m, m'). Evidently M' and M have the same di-

mension [7, p. 141 ]. By the definition of nondegenerate [7, p. 140] we have
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(3.1) (m, m') = 0 for ail m G M implies m' m 0;

(3.2) (m, m') = 0 for ail m' G M'implies m = 0.

If rGP and m'EM' the mapping m—>(mr, m') is a linear functional; conse-

quently, [7, p. 141] there exists a unique element v'EM' such that (m, v')

= (mr, m'). It can be verified that the map m'—*v' determined in this way by r

is a linear transformation of M' into itself. More briefly, we say that to each

rER

(3.3) (m,. m'r') » (mr, *»'), f» G M, m' G M'

determines a linear transformation r' (the adjoint of r) which acts on M'. Let

ri and r2 be elements of P such that, for all mEM and m'EM', (mri, m')

= (wr2, w'). Then by (3.2) «iri = wir2 for each m, and n = r2 since Mis faithful.

Thus the map r—>r' is one-to-one. It is well known that P and P' = {r'| rGP

and (3.3) define r'\ are anti-isomorphic rings, that M' is a right P'-module,

and (assuming dual bases for M and M') that the matrix form of r' is the

transpose of that of r. P and P' shall stand respectively for rad P and rad F\

It is also evident from the anti-isomorphism that P and P' have the same

exponent, which we denote by e.

Except in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 commutativity is assumed for P and the

anti-isomorphism is an isomorphism. Except as stated specifically R/P is

not assumed to be a field. P is assumed to possess the identity transformation

/„ throughout §3.

Theorem 3.1. (i) The ring R is commutative [maximal commutative] if, and

only if, the ring R' of adjoints is so; (ii) if Mi is an R-module, Ann (Mi, M')

15 an R'-module; (iii) if Mi and M2 are submodules of M such that M= Mi © M2,

then M' = Ann(Mi, M') ©Ann(M2, M').

Proof, (i) is deduced from the anti-isomorphism of P with P' and (iii)

holds for submodules since it holds more generally for subspaces [5, p. 31 ].

To obtain (ii) we let r'ER' and x'E Ann(Mi, M') ; then for all wGMi we have

(m, x'r') = (mr, x')=0, since mrEMi. Thus x'r'GAnn(Mi, M'). Q.E.D.

From the anti-isomorphism it is clear that an element PER is nilpotent

if, and only if, its adjoint p' is nilpotent. If p is a product of 5 nilpotent ele-

ments 0<5^e, then by the anti-isomorphism the adjoint element p' is also;

similarly for sums of such products. It follows that for s = 0, 1, • • • , e pEP*

if, and only if, its adjoint element £'GP'*(*).

Theorem 3.2. Let M, M', R, R', P and P' meet the general specifications of

this section; for s = 0, 1, • • • , e let Y, denote^) Ann(P«, M) and let Y', denote

Ann(P", M'). Then

(3.4) Ann( F„ M') = M'P'';

(») The convention Ja = R (for ideals / or R) is used.
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(3.5) Ann(MP«, M') = Y.';

(3.6) Ann(M'P'', M) = F.;

and

(3.7) Ann(Y,', M) = MP'

hold for s = 0, 1, • • • , e.

Proof. By the symmetry enjoyed by M and M' only (3.5) and (3.7) re-

quire proof. If z'EY', =Ann(P'«, M'), mEM, and rEP', then by the ob-
servations preceding this theorem ir'EP'' and (mir, z') = (m, zV) = (m, 0) = 0.

We infer that z' annihilates every element ^2{ m^i with 7r<GP'. Thus

F.'ÇAnn(MP«, M'). Conversely, if m'GAnn(MP*, M') and q'EP", then
qEP' and, for all mEM, (m, m'q') = (mq, m')=0. By (3.1) m'q' = 0 and

m'GAnn(P'*, M') = Y¡, proving that Ann(MP«, M')QY¡ and completing
the proof of (3.5).

We apply (3.5) and the identity [5, p. 27]

Mi = Ann(Ann(ilfi, M'), M)

which holds for subspaces Mi of M to obtain

MP' = Ann(Ann(MP«, M'), M) = Ann(F,', M)

which is (3.7). Q.E.D.

Evidently the subalgebra P is not assumed to be commutative in Theo-

rem 3.2. If R/P is a division ring its dimension over K is less than «2. Thus

its dimension over its center (which contains {A7n+P| kEK~}) is finite and

the division ring R/P is commutative.

Corollary. A ssume now that R/P [=.R'/P' ] is a field. Using the notation

of the theorem

(3.8) K-dim(MP'~l/MP') = P-dim(F;/F,'_i),   s = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,e;

(3.9) (P/P)-dim(M/il7P) = (R'/P')-dim(Ann(P', M')).

Proof. By (3.5) we have F,' =Ann(AfP», M'). To this we apply a well-

known result [5, p. 31 ]: If Jl7i is a subspace of vector space M then M/Mi

and Ann(Mi, M') are dual vector spaces. Thus Y', and M/MP' are dual

spaces and have the same dimension; similar statements hold for F,'_i and

M/MP'-\ Since dim F.7F/_i = dim F,' -dimF.'_i and aim MP"1/MP'
= dim M/MP'-dim M/MP'~l, we have (3.8). Assume now that (3.9)

is false: (P/P)-dim M/MP?í(P'/P')-dim(Ann(P', M')). Let / denote

(R/P):K = (R'/P'):K. From P-dim M/MP = t-(R/P)-dim M/MP; and
P-dim(Ann(P', M')) =i-(P'/P')-dim(Ann(P', ilf')) follows K-dim(M/MP)
7¿P-dim(Ann(P', M')), a contradiction of the case s = l of (3.8). Q.E.D.

Remark. If A is an arbitrary ring, an A -module F is said to be completely
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reducible if it can be expressed as a sum of irreducible submodules. A com-

pletely reducible module can be expressed as a direct sum of a subfamily of

the family of irreducible modules [9, p. 61, Corollary 2 to Theorem l] the

cardinality of which is an invariant [9, p. 62, Theorem 3]. Concerning the

maximal completely reducible submodule of an .4-module W we have from

[2, pp. 103-104, Theorems 9.4A and 9.4C]:

Theorem A. If A is a ring satisfying the D.C.C. for right ideals and if W
is an A-module, the maximal completely reducible submodule of W is Ann(Q, W)

where Q = rad A.

In the ensuing discussion and theorems in §3 we consider the subalgebra

P of Kn to be commutative. We observe that the vector space M satisfies

both chain conditions as an P-module since each submodule is a vector space,

and P satisfies the chain conditions for ideals by similar reasoning.

Theorem 3.3. M is completely indecomposable as an R-module if, and only

if, P is a maximal ideal and the (R/P)-dimension of Ann(P, M) is unity.

Proof. P is a maximal ideal assuming either of the conditions of the Theo-

rem. For Theorem 1.5 implies the maximality of P when M (which satisfies

the chain conditions) is indecomposable. Since P satisfies the D.C.C, the

completely reducible submodule of M is Ann(P, M) by Theorem A in the

preceding remark. M has at least one irreducible submodule (by the D.C.C.) ;

thus, for some positive integer d, Ann(P, M) = ]£í©M,-, Mi an irreducible

submodule for i = 1, 2, • • • , d. We write Mí = XíR, x,£M¿, since an irreduci-

ble module is cyclic [9, p. 6, Proposition l]. Since x¿£Ann(P, M),x¿P = 0and

we have
d d

Ann(P, M) = £ © XiR 2É £ © X<F
i P   i

where F^R/P. Thus d = (P/P)-dim(Ann(P, M)) = l if, and only if, M has
exactly one irreducible submodule. Since P is a commutative ring with iden-

tity and M satisfies the chain conditions, the complete indecomposability of

M is, by definition, equivalent to its having exactly one irreducible sub-

module. Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.4. M is a cyclic, indecomposable R-module if, and only if, M' is a

completely indecomposable R-module.

Proof. By (iii), Theorem 3.1, it follows that M is indecomposable if, and

only if, M' is so; consequently, the indecomposability of both modules fol-

lows from either of the conditions of this theorem. Since the modules satisfy

the chain conditions Theorem 1.5 assures the maximality of P[=P']. By

Theorem 3.2 and corollary Ann(P', M') and M/MP have the same (R/P)-

dimension /. Since the modules are indecomposable and the radical is maximal
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under either of the conditions of this Theorem, "/ = 1" is equivalent to "M is

cyclic" and to "M' is completely indécomposable" (Theorems 1.8 and 3.3),

proving the theorem.

Remark. If M is completely indecomposable for P, M' is cyclic for P' by

Theorem 3.4 and P' (hence P also) is maximal commutative in F». We have

Snapper's Theorem: "Homje(M, M)=R* if M is completely indecomposable"

for the case in which M is an «-dimensional vector space and P a subalgebra

ofP„.

Definition of a class 9TC„ of maximal commutative subalgebras. Let

P be commutative and completely primary. The following conditions each

of which implies that HomB(M, M)=R*

(i) M is P-cyclic,

(ii) M is an P-module [C],

together with their analogues for the F'-module M', is a set of conditions

each of which is sufficient to insure that the completely primary, commuta-

tive algebra P is a maximal commutative subalgebra of F„ (Theorem 3.1).

The class of maximal commutative, completely primary algebras so obtained

will be designated as the class 3Iln.

Remark. Among the conditions known to imply Homjí(M, M) =P* is the

condition

(iii) M is completely indecomposable in the sense of Snapper.

Since by Theorem 3.4 (iii) holds for M[M'] only if (i) holds for M'[M],

it is not necessary to include (iii) in the definition of the class 3TC„.

Theorem 3.5. If M is a cyclic or completely indecomposable R-module, then

K-dim R = «.

Proof. If M = xR, xEM, the mapping r—>xr of P onto M is an P-iso-

morphism, since M is faithful. The isomorphism is a F-isomorphism since

KI„Ç.R, and we conclude that P and M have the same dimensionality. If

Mis completely indecomposable for P then M' is P'-cyclic (Theorem 3.4) and

we have dim P = dim P' = « from the first case of this theorem.

Remark. If P is completely primary and if R/P=K then, by Theorem

3.2 and corollary and Theorem 1.8, F-dim(Ann(P, M)) = F-dim (M'/M'P')

= 1 if M' is P'-cyclic, and F-dim M/MP = 1 if M is P-cyclic. In either case,

if A = F-dim(M/MP) and ¿ = F-dim(Ann(P, M)), (k-\)(d-\) =0. By
Theorem 3.5, F-dim M = F-dim P when M or M' is cyclic, and the formula

(3.10) F-dim P - F-dim M = (k - \)(d - 1)

holds.

Theorem 3.6. If PG3ÎI» is such that R/P^K and if k and d denote the

dimensions of M/MP and Ann(P, M) respectively, then (3.10) holds.

Proof. Because of the preceding remark (3.10) needs proof only for the
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cases in which M is an P-module [C] or M' is an P'-module [C], If k' denotes

dim M'/M'P' and d' denotes dim(Ann(P', M')), d = k' and d' = k by (3.9),
corollary to Theorem 3.2. Since dim M=dim M' and dim P = dim P', (3.10)

holds if, and only if, dim P'—dim M' = (k' — l)(d' — 1). Thus it is sufficient

to prove (3.10) assuming that M is an P-module [C]. By hypothesis the

dimension of R/P is unity. By Theorem 2.7, Hom^M, M)=R*, and we have

from conclusion (4), Theorem 2.3: dim(Ann(MP, R))=kd. Thus dim P=l

+ kd + dim{P/Ann(MP, P)}, and (3.10) is equivalent to 1 + kd
+dim{P/Ann(MP, P)}-« = (A-l)(d-l),or

(3.11) dim{P/Ann(MP, P)} = n - k - d.

By definitions of k and d the right member of (3.11) is the dimension of

MP/Ann(P, M). We prove (3.11) by showing that

(3.12) P/Ann(MP, P) & MP/Ann(P, M).
F

From the definition of "P-module [C]" M= 2î *<P> *<6^i and by Theorem
2.8

(3.13) MP/Ann(P, M) ^ xtP © • • • © xkP   where v denotes v + Ann(P, M).

We let x= ^3î Xi and consider the mapping E of P into MP/Ann(P, M) de-
fined by

F(¿) = *p, /»G P.

If £i, p2, ■ ■ ■ , Pk are elements of P, then by (C2"), Lemma 2.4, there exists

an element pEP such that p=pi mod Ann(x,-, P), l^i^k; we have

xp = ¿Jixip = ^,i Xipi. Considering (3.13) E is a mapping onto

MP/ Ann (P, M).
Since KÇ.R the P-homomorphism £ is a F-homomorphism. Now ker £

= {/>|*£ = Ö} = jH T,UipEAnn(P, M)} = {p\XipEAnn(P, M), lá*á¿}-
The last equality comes from the direct sum in (3.13). Thus ker £

= \p\ mpEAnn(P, M) for all m], since M= X)x,-F, and we have ker £

= Ann(MP, P), proving (3.12) and the theorem.

Remark. Since R/P is a finite extension of a field isomorphic to K, K

and R/P will be isomorphic if F is algebraically closed. Thus Theorem 3.6 is

applicable to all algebras in 3TC„ provided the field F is algebraically closed.

4. Examples. Scope of the class 9Tt„. Demonstration that a commutative,

completely primary subalgebra P of Kn is maximal commutative is usually

greatly simplified when the representation module of P (or of the algebra P'

of adjoints of P) is an P-module [C] or is cyclic. That these conditions need

not exist for a maximal commutative subalgebra is made clear in Example

4.3. First we present an example of an algebra whose representation module

is an P-module [C] but is neither a cyclic nor a completely indecomposable

P-module.
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R = a, b, c, d, e,f, g, h arbitrary in K.

In what follows the unit matrices in Kn will be denoted by £,■/ (1 |»J|»)

and the identity matrix by /„.

Example 4.1. Let M be a 6-dimensional vector space Kui® ■ • • ®Kut

acted upon by

a   b   c   0   d   e]

0 a b 0 0 0

0 0 a 0 0 0

0 0 / a g h

0 0 0 0 a 0

0 0 0 0 0a.

As a vector space P has a basis consisting of I» and the set

S =  }£l2 + p2S) Pu, Pu, Pie, P43, En, £4»}.

The product xy, (x, y)£5X5, is zero unless x = y = £i2+£23, and (£i2+£23)*

= £13. Thus, if P denotes the space generated by S, P' = 0, and multiplication

is closed and commutative in P (and clearly is so in P). P is an ideal since

P^PIt- Considering the dimensions of P and R, P is a nilpotent, maximal

ideal, proving that P is the radical of P. Since MP = Ku2® Ku3 ® Ku&® Kun,

dim M/MP = 2, proving that Mis not P-cyclic (Theorem 1.8). For i = 3, 5, 6,

we verify PJm< = m,P and utP = Q and conclude that Ann(P, M) contains the

independent irreducible P-modules Ku3, Ku$, and Kue. This proves that M

is not completely indecomposable (Theorem 3.3). If v = 2c»M«GAnn(P, M)

then ii(£i2+p23+p46) = c\u2-\-c2u3-\-c¿Ui = Q implies Ci = e2 = C4 = 0, proving that

vEKu3®Ku6®Ku6. Thus Ann(P, M) = Ku3®Ku6®Kue.

Since Mj£wiP (i= 1, 2, 3, 5, 6) and m4£m4P, M=UiR+UiR. We claim that

{ui+MP, Ui+MP} is a basis of M/MP in which the requirements (C) and

(C2) for an P-module [C] are satisfied. The equations u3 = UiEu = uiEt3,

Ui = MiPi5 = M4P45, and w6 = M1P16 = M4P46 prove Ann(P, AÎ)Çk,P for •«■!, 4,

which is (C). To obtain (C2): P = Ann(tti, P)+Ann(M4, P) one verifies that

Ann(wi, P)3PP43©P£46©PE46 and that Ann(«4, P)3P(£12+£23) ©P£l3

©P£i5©P£i6. M, then, is an P-module [C] and P is maximal commutative

in K~i by Theorem 2.7.

Example 4.2. (An P-module [C] that satisfies neither the A.C.C. nor the

D.C.C.) Let M be an infinite-dimensional vector space Kui ®Ku2 © • • • and

let L denote the ring of linear transformations on M or, equivalently, of row-

finite infinite matrices. The set 5= {£y|t*l, 2;/ = 3, 4, • • • } generates a

zero subalgebra P of L. Then the subalgebra P generated by 5 and the

identity transformation is commutative (since P is a zero algebra) and its

radical is the niltpotent, maximal ideal P. Direct verification yields

(1) M = «iP + u2R,

(2) MP = Ann(P, Af) = Z U<R C *i?> 3 = U 2-
02
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By (2) the basis {mi+MP, mj+MP} of M/MP satisfies (Ci). AnnÍMi, P)
contains {£2y|j = 3,4, • • • } and Ann(M2, P) contains {£iy|/ = 3,4, • • • },so

that 5ÇAnn(Mi, P)+Ann(M2, P). Since Ann(w<, P)ÇP by the (R/P)-
independence of {m,|í = 1, 2} and since 5 generates P, we have

(C2) : P = Ann(Mi, R) + Ann(u2, R).

M, then, is an P-module [C], and P is maximal commutative in L. The

A.C.C. and the D.C.C. fail to hold in M since Ann(P, M) contains the infinite
set of independent submodules {Pm,|í = 3, 4, • • • }.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to showing that the class of

maximal commutative, completely primary subalgebras of K„ is not ex-

hausted by the class 9TC„ defined in §3. The counter-example (Example 4.3) is

preceded by two theorems.

Theorem 4.1. Let K be afield and for i= 1, 2, let ni and d be positive integers.

For i = l, 2, let Ri be a commutative, completely primary subalgebra of K„( with

radical Pi such that e< is the exponent of Pi and Ri/Pi=^K. Let R denote the

Kronecker product ring PiCgixP2 and let P denote rad P. Then P = (PiCS>xPs)

+ (Pi®A-p2), ßi+cj—1 is the exponent e of P, and R/P=K. Thus R is com-

pletely primary.

Proof. If Q denotes (Pi®Pj) +(Pi®P2), Q is clearly an ideal in P. If, for
t = l, 2, • • • , ei+e2 — 1, Wi = gi®hiEQ, either ei of the g¿ belong to Pi or

e2 of the hi belong to P2, so that II?_V,~1 «\ = 0; the same conclusion is reached

if each az, has the form S/g«<8>A¿/, proving that Q*l+*,-1 = 0. Let w< denote

dim Ri, i=l, 2, and let {«1 = 7„l, m2, ■ • • , umi} and {i>i = 7„„ iz2, • • • , vm,} be

bases of Pi and P2, respectively, such that «¿GPi and f.GPs for i> 1. Then

7»lB, and the set 5 of mim2 — l independent elements {M,Xf>|i+j>2} form

a basis of P. One verifies SQQ, and (since Q is nilpotent) 7„lB2Gö- Thus

dim Q = mim2 — 1 and Q is a nilpotent, maximal ideal in the (wiiw2)-dimen-

sional algebra P. P, then, is necessarily Q and has exponent e^ei+e2 — 1. To

prove e = ei-\~e2—l, we observe that if j and t are nonzero elements of P*¿~1

and P?-1, respectively, then s®i[ = (j<g>7„,) A[Ini®t)] is a nonzero element

of p«i+e»-2. The isomorphism between R/P and K is clear since dim P

= dimP-l.

Notation. If P is a ring and 5 is a subset of P, we denote by Rs the set of

elements of P that commute with every element of S.

Theorem 4.2. Let A and B be rings with identity element whose centers con-

tain afield K. Let UQA and VQB be rings containing K. Then (A ®kB)v9kV
= AU®KBV.

A proof of Theorem 4.2 appears in [2, p. 68, Lemma 7.3B].

Corollary. If U[V] is a maximal commutative subalgebra of PB,[P»,]

tAc« U(B)k V is isomorphic to a maximal commutative subalgebra of P„in>.
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Proof. It is proved elsewhere [7, p. 226, Theorem 6] that FBl<8>F„,

=Fni„, as algebras. We shall have the result, then, if U® V is maximal com-

mutative in Kni®K„,. By hypothesis U=K^ and F=F£, and by the theo-
rem (FBl ® FB1) <fn -K^QKZ-UQV.

Toward constructing Example 4.3, let Pi denote the subalgebra of Kt

which consists of matrices of the form

ab    c'

0   o   0

0   0   a

where a, b, and c are arbitrary elements of K. Pi as a vector space over K is

generated by J3, £i2, and £i3 and, since E2n = E\3 = £1^13 = £i3£i2 = 0, multi-

plication in Pi is closed and commutative. Since the nilpotent, maximal ideal

F£i2ffiF£i3 is the radical Pi of Pi, R1/P1 is isomorphic to F. If M = Kui

©Ftt2©Fw3 denotes the representation module of Pi then, since M[ = WiFi]

is cyclic, Pi is a maximal commutative subalgebra of F3. The algebra P2 of

adjoints of Pi is likewise a maximal commutative, completely primary sub-

algebra of F3 with R2/Pi=K. P2 is the algebra of all matrices in the form

a   0   0)

bad

c    0    a

where a, b, and c are elements of K.

Example 4.3. (A completely primary, maximal commutative subalgebra

P of F9 which is not in the class 9TC9). Let P = Pi®P2. By Theorems 4.1 and

4.2 with corollary, P is a maximal commutative, completely primary sub-

algebra of F9 with R/P=K. We shall see that P does not satisfy the conclu-

sion of Theorem 3.6 and consequently is not in the class 9TC9. The matrix

representation of P is

(4.1)    P =

a   0

0    a

0

d

f    0   d

a 0 0

b a 0

c    0    a

0

k    0   g

a 0 0

b a 0

c    0    a

a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,kEK.
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The matrix (4.1) conforms with the schema of the Kronecker product of two

matrices appearing in [7, p. 213]. By the same schema the matrix (4.1) with

a = 0 reveals the 8-dimensional algebra Pi<g>F2-t-Fi®P2 which by Theorem

4.1 is P [ = rad P ] and has exponent 3 [ = exponent of Pi+exponent of P2 — 1 ].

Translated into matrix units P has the basis

{ £ji + Et* -f- £»7) £21 + En + £87, En + £25 + £«,

£n + £28 + £»9, P24, £34, P271 £37}.

According to Theorem 3.6, if P is in the class 3TC9 defined in §3, the follow-

ing equation must be satisfied

(4.3) dim P - dim M = (k - i)(d - 1)

where M[ = Fzüi© ■ • • ©Fw>9] is the space on which P acts, k = dim (M/MP),

and d = dim (Ann(P, M)). Examination of the submodules Mp, p a generator

(see (4.2)) of P, discloses that MP=Kwi®Kw^@Kwi®Kwi®Kw1®Kwi @Kwt,

whence k = 2. The list (4.2) discloses also that Fîtu ©Fw7ÇI Ann (P, M). If

x= 2c,-WiGAnn(P, M), the equations 0=x(£3i+£64+£«7) = C3Wi+CiWt-\-c»WT,

0 = 3c(£2i+£64+£87) =ciwi+c6wi+ciwi, and 0 = x(Eu+E2i+Eit)=CiWi+c2w6

+c3wt imply that Ci = Ci = Cz = Ci = Ct = c» = Ci = 0, so that x = CiWi+CjW7. Thus

Ann(P, M) =Kw4®Kw7 and dim(Ann(P, M))=2. Now the left-hand side of

(4.3) is 0 and the right-hand side is 1, proving that P is not in the class 3H9.

Thus it is demonstrated that the aggregate of the conditions discussed in this

paper which imply that a commutative, completely primary algebra is

maximal commutative in F„ does not constitute a necessary condition.

It is worth mentioning that the failure to get a necessary condition oc-

curred at exponent e = 3. According to conclusions (3) and (4') of Theorem 2.3

M is necessarily an P-module [C] if Homfi(M, M)=R* under somewhat

general hypotheses including e = 2.
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